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ANSWER SHEET
1. Agree - B, D
When stuck in a hole, trying to move the tractor forward may result in over-
turning backward, especially with the throttle wide open. The deeper the hole,
the ^greater the chance of overturning. Always try to back out or get help to
pull the tractor out.
2. Agree - A, B, C
When making a turn, the force which overturns a tractor sideways will increase
four times when the speed is doubled. Applying unevenly adjusted brakes re-
sults in turning the tractor which increases its tendency to rollsidewise. The
wider the tread the less the chances of overturning sidewise.
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3. Agree - A, C, D
Say "No, " to all children and adults that want to ride along, regardless of age.
Perhaps the danger could be decreased if a special place or provisions were
provided for extra riders, even then, special care must be practiced. Trac-
tors equipped with fenders would partially protect the rider from the revolving
wheels. Strapping anyone to the seat of a tractor is inviting disaster unless the
tractor is equipped with a roll bar.
4. Agree - C
Nebraska motor vehicle laws state: "Every farm tractor upon a highway within
this state during the period from a half hour after sunset to a half hour before
sunrise, and at any other time when there is not sufficient light to render
clearly discernible persons or vehicles upon the highway at a distance of five
hundred feet ahead, shall be equipped with two or more head lamps, at the front
or on opposite sides of the tractor, and with a lamp on the rear exhibiting a red
light visible, under normal atmospheric conditions, from a distance of at least
five hundred feet to the rear of such tractor. "
5. Agree - B, C, D
Driving with one wheel on the shoulder and one on the highway is often danger-
ous. Motorists are inclined to try to go around even though a car is coming
in the opposite direction, thus making a three lane highway out of one designed
for two lanes.
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A red flag should always be flying high enough to be seen even in hill country .
Perhaps eight feet is not high enough, perhaps it is. You decide for your loca-
tion.
Common courtesy would suggest the driver of any slow moving vehicle pull
over, at the first opportunity, and allow cars to pass.
6. Agree - A, B
Carbon tetrachloride is very often used as an extinguisher of fires. It is low
rated and very important that certain precautions be noted. If carbon tetra-
chloride contacts hot metal it gives off a poison gas known as phosgene gas .
This gas is very harmful and could be fatal if inhaled. So, always use in a well
ventilated place.
Dry chemical, under pressure, is a very effective extinguishing agent for sur-
face fires.
is most effective where the circulation of air is of a minimum.
Soda acid should never be used on an electrical or liquid fuel fire.
7. Agree - A, C, D
Whenever there are unshielded rotating shafts, moving gears or chains, or
similar conditions, wearing loose fitting clothing nearby is an invitation to
trouble. Even a perfectly smooth shaft will wrap clothing. Two cardinal rules
of safety when working around machinery: 1. Always keep shield in repair and
in place: 2. Always shut off the power before dismounting, oiling, adjusting or
unclogging.
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